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Abet ract 

Diversely polarized antenna arrays are widely used in RF ap- 
plications. The diverrity of rerponse provided b y  such arrays can 
greatly improve direction finding performance over arrays sensi- 
tive to only one polarixation component. For d emitterr, direct 
implementation of  a multidimensional estimation algorithm (e.g., 
maximum likelihood) requires a search f o r  3d parameters: d direc- 
tions of arrival (DOAs), and 2d polarization parameters. In this 
paper, we derive a more &cent solution based on noise subspace 
fitting (NSF). The NSF algorithm is decoupled into a two-step 
procedure, where the DOAs are estimated first, and then the p o -  
larization parametera are obtained b y  solving a linear equation. 
The main advantage of this approach is that the search dimen- 
sion is reduced b y  a factor of three. In addition, the algorithm 
can be shown to yield asymptotically minimum variance estimates 
provided no perfectlg coherent signals are present. 

1. Introduction 

ST ANTENNA ARRAYS used in radar and com- 1M” munications systems are sensitive to polarization 
differences between one received signal and another. 
Provided the array response for each polarization com- 
ponent can be separately calibrated, diversely polarized 
arrays are advantageous because they possess an extra 
degree of signal discrimination that can be used to im- 
prove detection and estimation performance. Despite 
this fact, relatively few algorithms for direction of arrival 
(DOA) estimation have been developed to take advan- 
tage of such arrays. Recent work in this area has focused 
on implementations for adaptive arrays [l], algorithms 
for exploiting multiple polarization dimensions (includ- 
ing both electrical and magnetic field components) [2], 
and performance analyses [3, 41. Extensions of the pop- 
ular MUSIC and root-MUSIC algorithms to diversely 
polarized arrays have been considered in [5, 6, 71, but 
similar ideas for multidimensional algorithms such as 
maximum likelihood have not been extensively studied. 
Notable exceptions include a recent algorithm that in- 
volves application of ESPRIT to a uniform linear array of 
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crossed dipoles [8], and a simulated annealing approach 
presented by Ziskind and Wax [9]. 

Conceptually, there is no real difficulty in extending 
multidimensional DOA estimation algorithms to the di- 
versely polarized case. For example, one obvious method 
would be to simply augment the dimension of the param- 
eter search to include the polarization parameters as well 
as the DOAs. However, this approach does not take ad- 
vantage of the fact that the polarization parameters lie 
in a “linear parameter subspace’’ of the full parameter 
space [lo]. In addition, such an approach triples the di- 
mension of the parameter search, and requires one to 
somehow obtain initial estimates of the signal polariza- 
tion before the DOAs can be consistently estimated. 

The goal of this paper is to show how a more compu- 
tationally efficient solution can be obtained for the noise 
subspace fitting (NSF) algorithm described in [ll, 121 
(also sometimes referred to as MODE). The proposed 
method exploits the special structure of the manifold for 
diversely polarized arrays to decouple the polarization 
estimation from that of the DOAs. In particular, the 
DOAs are obtained by a search procedure of standard 
order, while the polarization parameters are determined 
separately by solving a linear equation. If consistent 
initial estimates of the DOAs are available ( e . g . ,  from 
an initial application of this or some other algorithm, or 
from some prior estimates), our decoupled NSF approach 
can be shown to yield asymptotically efficient (minimum 
variance) parameter estimates. 

2. Background 

For an m-element array of sensors, we will define 
a(B) E C” to be the array response for an emitter with 
direction-of-arrival 8 .  The array manifold A = {.(e) : 
B E 0) is assumed to be known, either analytically or 
via some calibration procedure. When sampled at some 
time instant t ,  the outputs of the m array elements are 
stacked in a vector x ( t )  E C m .  Assuming d narrow- 
band (co-channel) emitters are present, the array output 
x ( t )  may be written as 

x ( t )  = A(B)s(t) + n(t) , 
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where s ( t )  E Gd is the amplitude and phase of the signals 
at time t ,  n(t) is additive noise, and where 

A(8) = [a(&) . . a(Od)] 8 = [e,, . - .  , e d ]  . 
Assuming that the noise and signals are uncorrelated, 

and that the noise is spatially white, the covariance of 
the array data is given by 

R = &(x( t )x* ( t ) }  = A(B)SA*(O) + a'I , (1) 
where ( a ) *  denotes a complex conjugate transpose, S is 
the covariance matrix of the emitter signals, and a' is 
the noise power at each sensor. In this paper, we will 
require that the emitter covariance S be full rank d (e .g . ,  
no perfect multipath is present). Using the model of (1), 
it is easily shown that the eigendecomposition of R has 
the following form: 

m 

R = Aieief = E,A,E: + u~E,E:, (2) 
i = l  

where E, = [el . .. ed] ,  E, = [ed+l  em], and A 1  2 
. . 2 Ad > = . . = Am = a'. The key observations 
to be made here are that the column space of A(6) and 
E, coincide, and that A*(8)E, = 0. This fact suggests 
that, to determine 8 ,  we simply find the elements of d 
that are orthogonal to E,,. Of course, since only a finite 
amount of data can be collected, the best we can do in 
practice is find the ekements of A that are "closest" to 
being orthogonal to E,, the eigenvectors of the sample 
average R. 

2.1. Diversely Polarized Array Data 

The response of a diversely polarized array can be de- 
composed into two parts, each due to a separate polar- 
ization component. Assume our m-element array has 
been calibrated using test signals with two different PO- 
larizations (e .g . ,  horizontal and vertical). We thus have 
at our disposal two array manifolds, one for each of the 
polarization components: 

d h  = (ah(0) : e E 0) A, = {%(e)  : e E 0 ) .  

The most common type of polarization sensitive array 
measures a linear combination of the two polarization 
components, and is referred to in this paper as a su- 
perimposed polarizat ion response (SPR) array. We will 
restrict our attention herein to SPR arrays, although an 
algorithm essentially identical to the one presented be- 
low can be derived to handle other cases (e .g . ,  arrays 
that measure each polarization component separately) 
[13]. For SPR arrays, the total array response vector 
takes the form 

.(e) = ah(e)4h + au(e)4u 9 (3) 
where 4 h  and 4, are complex scalars representing the rel- 

emitter signals, we will let Ah(8) = [ah(e,) * - * ah(Bd)] 
and a similarly defined A, (e) represent the steering ma- 
trices for each component, so that 

A(B) = Ah(8)Qh + Au(8)0, E CmXd, (4) 

where = diag(dh1,. . , 4 h d )  and 0, is defined simi- 
larly. Note that any given diagonal element of a h  could 
be zero, as long as the corresponding element in 0, is 
non-zero, and viceversa. The diagonal elements of these 
matrices are also only unique to within a scale factor. 
The fact that A(8) is a linear function of the polariza- 
tion parameters 4 h i  and dui makes it possible to find a 
more efficient solution than a brute force search for all 
parameters simultaneously. 

2.2. A MUSIC-Based Approach 

In the standard MUSIC algorithm, the steering vec- 
tors are searched one by one to find- those values of 0 for 
which .(e) is most orthogonal to E,, according to the 
following measure: 

( 5 )  

The various minima of VMU(B) are then taken to be the 
estimates of the DOAs. For a diversely polarized array, 
if we define 

A(e) = [ah(e) %(e)] 4 = [ ",: ] i 

the MUSIC cost function becomes 

Since 4 is unconstrained (except for 4 # 0), evaluating 
VMu(O, 4) is equivalent to finding the following minimum 
generalized eigenvalue and eigenvector [6]: 

A* (e)&, %A(qzmin = A ~ ~ , , A *  ( e )  A( qzmin (7) 

as a function of 8 .  As proposed in [6], the DOA estimates 
can be found by viewing Ami,, as a function of 8 ,  and 
searching for its miFima. The polarization of the signal 
with DOA estimate Oi j s  th!n taken to, be the eigenvector 
associated with Amin(&): q5i = Zmin(0i). 

3. A Noise Subspace Fitting Approach 

In the noise subspace fitting (NSF) approach (some- 
times referred to as MODE, for method of direction-of- 
a m h d  est imation)  [11, 121, the DOAs are estimated to 
be those that minimize the following cost function: 

ative contribution of each polarization component. For d V,,,(e> = Tr (A*(O)E,%A(B)W) , 
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where W = W* > 0 is a d x d weighting matrix. MUSIC 
is a special case of NSF for the choice W = I. For a 
non-diagonal W, the NSF algorithm must resort to a 
multidimensional search for the DOAs, and hence it is 
referred to as a multidimensional algorithm. 

The choice of the weighting W is critical to algorithm 
performance. While any symmetric, positive definite W 
will yield consistent estimates, only a consistent estimate 
of the following weighting will yield statistically efficient 
(minimum variance) estimates: 

WNs, = (A*(Bo)E,(A, - U' I)-'A~E:A(BO))-' (8) 
where 8 0  is a vector containing the true DOAs. 

In the case of a diversely polarized array, one might ex- 
pect that NSF would require a search in 3d-dimensional 
space (d for the DOAs, and 2d for the diagonal elements 
of a h  and @,). The goal of this section is to show that, 
as with MUSIC [6], a simpler solution is possible that 
decouples the DOA and polarization estimation. In par- 
ticular, the method we present involves only a standard 
&dimensional search for the DOAs, followed by a step in 
which the polarization parameters are solved for directly. 

3.1. Proposed Algori thm 

Since A = Ahah + A,,@, (dropping explicit depen- 
dence on 8 for simplicity), the NSF cost function has the 
form 

VNSF = Tr(@iAiE,,E;Ah@hw) + 'b(@~A$,E;A,@,W) 

+Tr(@:A:E:,E:Ap,@hW) + '&(9:A:E,,E;A,@,W) 

It is easily shown that, for a diagonal matrix @ and 
arbitrary square matrices X and Y ,  the relation 

Tr(O*X@Y) = 4*(X 0 Y*)4 (9) 
holds, where 4 is the vector formed from the diagonal 
elements of 0, and 0 represents a Hadamard (element 
by element) product. Using (9), the NSF criterion may 
be rewritten as 

vNSF(e, 4) = 4*M8(e)4 (10) 
where 4 = [4: 4;lT, 4 h  and 4, represent the diagonal 
elements of Qh and a,, respectively, and 

1 (AiEn@,Ah) 0 WT (AiE,E:Av) @ WT 
(At&:,&;&,) @ WT (A:E:,E:A,) @ WT . 

Note that in the formulation of NSF in (lo), 4 con- 
tains the 2d complex polarization parameters, while 
Mb(8) is a function of the DOAs only Because of the 
form of the cost function in (lo), it is natural to suppose 
that minimizing VNs, is equivalent to finding the 8 which 
minimizes the smallest eigenvalue of Md(8), and then es- 
timating the polarization parameters from the eigenvec- 
tor associated with the minimum eigenvalue. However, 

this will not be the case since constraints on 4 (other 
than 4*4 = 1) are necessary to guarantee identifiability. 

Since the polarization can be scaled arbitrarily, there 
are actually only d "free" complex polarization param- 
eters, though is a 2d-vector. One possible uniqueness 
constraint is to force 0, = I and solve only for 4 h .  A 
drawback to this approach is that it implicitly assumes 
that all of the signals have a non-zero (vertical) polar- 
ization. While the problem could easily be reformulated 
to force @h = I, it is desirable to develop a more gen- 
eral approach that handles situations involving arbitrary 
signals. One such approach is to use the following con- 
straint : 

Re{+h ++U}  = Im{&h + 4,) = e Y (11) 
where Re{ .} and Im{ e }  denote real and imaginary parts, 
respectively; and where e is a vector of all ones. Using 
this constraint, the NSF minimization becomes 

{a, &} = argmin 4*Md(8)4 subject to B*+ = e ,  
e,b 

(12) 
where 

B = - [  1 i ] .  
1 - 3  

To solve (12), we incorporate the constraint into the 
cost function by noting that all 4 that satisfy B * 4  = e 
can be parameterized as 

+ = B e + B ' + ,  

where B*BL = 0 and + is an arbitrary d-vector. The 
matrix B' is also otherwise arbitary; for example, one 
could choose 

Writing the cost function in terms of e and +, and set- 
ting avNSF/a+ = 0 allows us to separate out the esti- 
mation of +: 

4 = -[B'*M,(8)B*]-1BL*M8(8)Be, (13) 

from which we obtain an estimate of 9: 
& = (I- B*[B**M3(8)B']-'B''M,(8)) B e .  (14) 

Substituting this solution into (12) yields the following 
cost function which depends only on 8: 

(15) 
where e is now of length 2d. This constrained algorithm 
is implemented as follows: 

eT (M, - M,B'[B'*M,BL]-lB**M,) e ,  

1. Find the 8 that minimizes (15) (i.e., the sum of the 
elements of the matrix in the middle). 

2. Solve for & using 8 in equation (14). 
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The discussion above demonstrates how to guarantee 
the identifiability of the DOAs 8 by properly constrain- 
ing 4. In [13], it is shown that the specific choice of the 
constraint does not affect the asymptotic performance 
of the algorithm, as long as 4 remains unique. In addi- 
tion to the constraints on 4, certain conditions on the 
array must also be met to guarantee the identifiability 
of 4. For SPR arrays, it turns out that the follow- 
ing conditions on the array are sufficient: rank(&) = 
rank(A,) = d ,  and rank([ah(O) &(e) ] )  = 2 VO. 

0.1 5 

0.14 

P 0.13- 

0.12 

: 0.11 
c 
9. 2 0.1 
n - 

4. A Simulation Example 

- 10 element amy 
true M3As = p, lO* l  
SM=[lo,lO] d6 
N = 1W S m b k  

- correlation phase = (P 
polarization = 11 1 exp(jdl0) es(j6xlS)l 

MUSIC: - NSF (oonatraintl): ----_ 
NSF (constraint 2): - 

......... 
- 

To compare the performance of the above NSF meth- 
ods with the MUSIC-based approach of [6], a simple 
simulation study was conducted for the SPR case. A 
10 element uniform linear array (ULA) was assumed for 
the d h  manifold, while A, was generated by slightly 
perturbing the element positions of a 10 element ULA 
(to guarantee diverse polarization). Two 10 dB emitters 
were simulated at 0’ and loo relative to broadside, with 
polarization defined by 4 h l  = 4 h 2  = 1, and d,l = ej6*I5, 
$,2 = ej*/l0, respectively. All sensors were assumed to 
have unity gain, so the effective SNR for each source 
was between 12 and 13 dB. A total of 100 snapshots 
were taken from the array in 250 independent trials, and 
the RMS error of the DOA estimates was calculated for 
MUSIC and NSF. 

The results are plotted in Figure 1 for the emitter 
at 10’. In the figure, constraint 1 refers to the NSF 
algorithm using ( l l ) ,  while constraint 2 indicates the 
NSF algorithm assumed 4 h  = e. When the signals are 
50% correlated or less, we see that all three methods give 
similar results. At higher correlation levels, the relative 
performance of NSF becomes increasingly better than 
that of MUSIC. 

Figure 1 :  Comparison of MUSIC and NSF DOA Estimates 

5. Conclusions 

We have presented a statistically efficient algorithm 
for DOA estimation using diversely polarized arrays. 
The proposed technique requires a multidimensional 
search over the DOA parameters only, after which the 
polarization parameters can be calculated explicitly. 
A comparison with a MUSIC-based approach revealed 
that our method may give significantly improved perfor- 
mance, particularly in scenarios involving highly corre- 
lated signals. 
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